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15th VCWG Meeting

The Lancet Commission on Eradication: countries perspective on practical approaches on implementation for impact (a panel discussion)
Moderator: Fred Binka

Panel members:
• Okefu Okoko ---- Nigeria
• Lamin Jarju ---- Gambia
• Zakia Yaji ---- Sudan
• Ahmad Raeisi ---- IR Iran
• Muhammad Mukhtar ---- Pakistan
• Helene Hiwat van Laar ---- Suriname
• Horace Cox ---- Guyana
1. How does vector control integrate into the bigger malaria control?
   · Have you stratified your community?
   · What are you doing in the low burden/ high burden in terms of vector control?

2. If you use a mapping system for your vector species please describe the benefits that brings? Have you mapped out your vectors?

3. Do you have a system across your country that is monitoring insecticide resistance and how is it coordinated?

4. For the sub-populations: Population of farmers, migrants – how do they have access to vector control interventions?
5. For pre-elimination

When a case is reported in a health facility, what is the membership of the case investigation team? Does this include the vector team, do they look for source of transmission? What exactly do they do?

What does the vector team do when they determine the transmission? How long do they follow up any transmission site? What and whom do they report to?

Tell us the transmission sites you have identified – How many are there?

What are your key challenges and is there anything you want to share?

How do you share information with your neighbors?

What is your outlook for the future in terms of funding support and expertise for your vector control and vector surveillance activities?
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